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Today’s Agenda

• Introduction

• Updates from:

– Ofcom

– Openreach

– OTA

– NICC

– BSG

• Members’ updates 

• AOB
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Ofcom update
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PSTN switch-off

February 2019 
Ofcom policy 
statement: 

Framework of 
responsibilities 

and 
expectations

Quarterly bilaterals with providers and data reporting 

Rollout plans, take-up, consumer protections, complaints, trials 

Government engagement: Whitehall & Nations 

DCMS biannual roundtables Cabinet Office resilience network.              
Whitehall roundtable 20 October

CNI Sector engagement

Key sector check-ins with industry bodies & regulators: recent focus on 
energy, telecare & legal profession
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Copper Retirement: third consultation – clarifying the conditions for the 
withdrawal of all copper regulation

In January, we proposed to:

• Shift the focus of regulation from copper, to support the migration to fibre services;
• Allow Openreach to stop selling new copper services, and then remove the copper charge control (under certain 

conditions);
• Maintain copper service access requirements on Openreach from April 2021 to March 2026.

Given the speed at which Openreach’s fibre rollout is progressing, we now believe that where there are a limited number 
of customers remaining on copper services, and there are fibre services available to them, it may be reasonable to 
withdraw remaining regulations on copper services in some cases before April 2026.

In this consultation, we set our out proposals:

• to revise our WFTMR proposals to allow for the withdrawal of remaining regulations on copper services, where fibre 
services are available, and where certain conditions are met in exchanges where ultrafast coverage is complete;

• That withdrawal of remaining copper regulation would apply two years after Openreach gives the relevant notification; 
• Notification could be published once Openreach has completed ultrafast coverage of an exchange area, when or after 

take-up of copper services is less than 10% of relevant premises in a completed exchange, and only where measures 
are put in place to support vulnerable consumers; and, 

• Our proposals would not apply to Critical National Infrastructures.

Consultation closes: 26 November 2020
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Consultation proposals

Revised timeline for regulatory transition from copper to fibre – example of the first 117 
exchanges
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Project update - 'Future of Telephone Numbers'

Update following our First Consultation on the Future of Telephone Numbers last year

• We are undertaking a review of geographic numbering and planning our Second Consultation for 
publication in November. It will contain proposals on:

- retaining geographic area code significance
- the requirement to provide local dialling

• We’d like to hear views of attendees on these issues and in particular on:
- the geographic significance of telephone area codes, how we might retain this post migration to IP 

networks and the setting of area code boundaries
- the provision of local dialling to migrated customers

• We are also reviewing the use of non-geographic numbers (specifically 084 and 087):
- gathering data on service provision from telecoms companies in order to formulate any future 

proposals
- rules on revenue sharing with end users
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Ofcom Update - Promoting trust in telephone numbers
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Openreach update



Upgrading the Access 
Network: 
The withdrawal of Wholesale 
Line Rental products and the 
transition to IP Voice services

Phil Laws
Senior Manager, CP and Stakeholder Engagement
All IP Programme
Openreach
26 October 2020
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Programme update

• Since our last meeting we’ve run 2 full Industry working groups and sub groups for 
stop sell, exceptions and emergency service restoration for vulnerable customers.

• We’re producing quarterly newsletters: distribution 400+

• Engagement across Industry: DCMS, ENA, BAPCO, LRFs, BSG, TSA, UK Telehealth, 
CCS, ITSPA, ISPA, SSAIB, Suffolk Council, SGN, UK Power Networks, United Utilities.

• Salisbury and Mildenhall trials progress is slow and stop sell (Salisbury 1 December 
2020) will change CP order behaviour.

• Ran a communications channel test in Salisbury to stimulate demand: traditional 
(press/banners) and social media – results expected shortly.

• BT Group ‘own-use’ lines inventory project underway.

• We need government departments to initiate their own lines inventories and 
develop migration plans.
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FTTP Exchange upgrade

• Notification on 5 October 2020 of 51 additional exchange locations for full FTTP 
provision

• Builds upon the 117 announced in June 2020

• Copper product stop sells:

• (117) June 2021 

• (51) October 2021

• Ongoing process of notifications every quarter
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Salisbury and Mildenhall trials: a reminder
FTTP transition
Single exchange area
• 20.5k residential premises
• 1.5k business premises
• The exchange is an OHP
• c. 88% of premises enabled for FTTP
• Stop sell & withdrawal will apply to any premise enabled for FTTP

SOGEA transition
• 7.5k residential premises
• 750 business premises
• OHP at Newmarket
• Stop sell & withdrawal will apply to any premise enabled for SOGEA or FTTP

Salisbury, Wiltshire

Mildenhall, Suffolk

Milestone Date

Trials start 6 Jan 2020

Salisbury Products Stop Sell 1 Dec 2020

Mildenhall Products Stop Sell 4 May 2021

Salisbury Products withdrawal 5 Dec 2022

Mildenhall Products withdrawal 5 Dec 2022

Trials Closure 16 Dec 2022

Trial dates are firm:

Commercial 
offer in place 
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Legacy products still being ordered

Only a small decline in WSS of legacy products

Little take up of the commercial migration offer

FTTP orders ramping up in Salisbury post lockdown

SOGEA orders in Mildenhall showing consistent 

positive trend, although numbers are small

We are aware that some CPs don’t yet have products 

ready for marketing

So what’s happening ?
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Our learnings so far…

Communication

• Some CPs aren’t aware of the detail of the trials
• End customers are not aware of stop sell and the 

potential impact on them
• CPs don’t always know what customers are using their 

lines for
• CP engagement with special service providers has 

helped CPs to identify vulnerable customers
• Importance of early engagement with CNI customers

System

• Consumption of stop sell flags; ability to consistently 
order correct products at the point of sale

• Understand impacts on process 

Address information
learning rolled across 169 notified exchanges

• Some premises/NAD keys were excluded
• Some premises built but not RFS’d
• Built capacity under constant review, especially complex 

premises/multi-CP
• MDU wayleaves; restricted access continues to be an issue

Data

• Inventory data sharing
• Enabling end customer cohort planning
• Engagement with 3rd party suppliers
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Special Services Test Lab

Openreach are seeking to create an industry-wide test lab where CPs and special 
services providers can test their equipment on the strategic products:

FTTP, SOGfast, SOGEA, SOTAP

• Proposed to be located at Openreach HQ, Judd St. London

• Building works can now be planned (currently)

• Need to understand the desire of CPs and wider Industry to test

• When should testing commence?
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The contents of this pack cannot be copied or reproduced in whole 
or in part without the written consent of Openreach. 

© British Telecommunications plc



David Halliday

OTA2 Update

26 October 2020
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© OTA2

Overview

▪ New IP Steering board established to navigate challenges and agree way 

forward of All-IP. Co chaired between Openreach and OTA2. 

▪ Representative CPs and industry associations and Ofcom invited. Other 

stakeholder groups invited on a need basis. 

▪ Two meetings held which are proving to be very useful for exploring key 

concerns. 

▪ Existing industry wide group continuing to keep all up to date although mainly 

show and tell.

▪ Best practice principles published by OTA2.

▪ Best practice guide for trials now published on OTA2 website.

08 October 2020 In Confidence 19
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All-IP Engagement

In Confidence 2008 October 2020
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© OTA2

Initial issues raised by CPs

▪ Approach to industry All-IP Communications – small focus to be established to develop 

specification and requirements.

▪ Portfolio issues not being available through the supply chain which is preventing new supply 

and migrations to All-IP – although VOIP exists, primarily focussed on business, low cost 

VOIP aimed at consumer resale not in the market.

▪ Pass through of incentives to resellers etc.

▪ Impact of announcement of stop sell exchanges – difficult for Openreach to announce 

roadmap for stop sell due to uncertainty of build programme.

▪ Focus on businesses – more focus group to be established

▪ Impact of number porting / repointing due to IP transfers also management  split CPs initially 

through trial.

▪ Readiness of consumers with ‘over the top services’

08 October 2020 In Confidence 21
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PSTN Switch off and Migration to All-IP 

Best Practice – Ofcom Request

Ofcom have written to OTA2 requesting that we: 

▪ Agree a clear and well-understood set of principles across the full range of industry, existing and new, for managing 

the transition to IP

▪ Deliver a best practice guide(s) for protecting and migrating customers

▪ initially to support the Openreach Salisbury and Mildenhall trials 

▪ Focus of best practice on vulnerable customers and CNI critical use

▪ Facilitate cross-industry work on communicating the migration and its implications to all customers in a clear and 

timely manner (inc. both residential consumers and businesses) 

▪ The focus is on Openreach but working  cross-industry with other networks to share best practice

This should not overly affect or impact work with Openreach regarding PSTN withdrawal but does require 

some wider industry engagement:

▪ Initial draft circulated to IP Steering Group and Virgin for comment but aligned to Openreach BPGs and now 

published.

▪ Requires wider engagement with CPs/Resellers and also with new Network Operators

▪ Openreach Best Practice guide now published but to be reviewed during trials.

8th October 2020 22
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NICC update



25/11/2020 NICC Standards LimitedIndustry All IP Event

NICC Standards All IP Update:-

ND1445 - All IP Telephony Industry guidance and Lessons Learnt
– First Published November 2019, Next issue currently in Task Group approval

ND1704 (End to End QoS with Performance Calculator) 
– Published standard now available from the NICC Site. Further updates including Voice over ADSL guidance being reviewed next 
issue in production 

ND1443 - Security Best Practice Guide over the access technologies
– Up issue of the Best Practice has been put on hold subject to publication of ND1654 – IP Architecture to ensure consistency

ND1442 - SIP Implementers Guide - promoting effective Media handling over the NNI 
–– This document is owned by the NICC SIP task Group. All IP contributions have been incorporated into the next issue of this 
document. 

ND1654 – New voice over IP Architecture
– Currently in Production and will bring into scope internet based interconnects. Publication in will be Q4 2020

ND1705 – Transmission Plan for All IP networks
– Currently in Production and will bring into scope internet based interconnects. Publication in will be Q4 2020

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCMT_oam_7McCFUtbGgodfKoMbg&url=http://www.venuesallareas.com/venues/christmas_2014/68_christmas_party_at_one_george_street_london.php&psig=AFQjCNEzAHbCz3BP8fWopKKGlI-SZbKoig&ust=1441975420867555
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Broadband Stakeholder Group update



BSG Activity

● Briefing held in June (included Age 
UK, Citizens Advice, CAS, CBI, 
CCNI, CCP, Digital Office Scotland, 
FSB, LGA, NPCUK, RIDC, TSA, 
Which?). 

● FutureOfVoice website went live in 
June.

● Next steps: update information on 
the website to make it more current 
and include industry activities and 
updates.

● Continue quarterly BSG Consumer 
Communications Working Group 
meetings.
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Roundtable update
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AOB


